Choose Open Infrastructure

Christopher Aedo
caedo@us.ibm.com
@docaedo
#OpenInfra, #IBMoscon ← join the conversation!
Infrastructure?
Where can I find your repository?
Did you test that first?
We are rewriting in Go!
But I enabled an open revolution!
You agreed to the ToS, stop crying!
Free? hah! Your project is far too popular, now sign that check!
Shutting down, good luck folks!

@docaedo
Sorry, not sorry
KABOOM!
Death, debris everywhere!
HOLD UP
Open principles?
Open principles?

Transparency
Interoperability
Open principles?

Transparency
Interoperability
Influence
Gitlab!

Gogs!

Gitea!

@docaedo
What of CI?

Travis CI!
Jenkins!
BonnyCI.org!
IRC 24/7
(and sometimes matrix.org)
Crossroad?

YES!
Who? Who will lead us?
Who? Who will lead us? YOU!
Transparency
Interoperability
Influence
#OpenInfra
Transparency
Interoperability
Influence
#OpenInfra

Follow @docaedo, get a free puppy!
@docaedo
Thank you!

Christopher Aedo
caedo@us.ibm.com
@docaedo ← (follow for free puppy)
#OpenInfra, #IBMoscon ← join the conversation!